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Which DVDs have the Option for Subtitles 
 

Subtitles, also known as open captioning, scroll across the bottom of 
the screen and can help you avoid turning the volume up loudly. 

 
Most of the DVDs in the Heritage Heights Library have subtitles. Only 
a few of the older ones, some documentaries, etc. do not. 

 
Look for the word "SUBTITLES" and/or "SDH" (an abbreviation for 
subtitles) on the DVD package. We have circled that term in RED to 
make it easier to find. It may be on the front or the back and may be 
in very small letters. 

 
The Subtitles/ SDH have to be "opened" on DVDs in order to appear 
during the movie. The location and process for opening the subtitles 
vary with the DVD, some are obvious others require some searching. 

 
Subtitles are only available for the movie itself, not for the previews 
or other contents on the same DVD. On most DVDs the option to 
select subtitles is on the same screen where you'll see "PLAY" for the . 
main movie. 

 
On that main movie entry screen: 

• If the option for "SUBTITLES" is on the same screen as "Play", 
click on Subtitles first. Option to turn-on the subtitles will appear. 
Click on that option and any language option you choose, then 
click on Play or Resume whichever option then appears. 

• If that first main movie screen has an option for "MAIN MENU", 
click on that option for further instructions. 

 
continued on back -> 



 

If the word "SUBTITLES" is not on the "PLAY" or "MAIN MENU" 
screen, look for words such as "LANGUAGE" or "SETUP" on that 
main movie screen. Click that option and it. should bring you to a 
screen which displays "SUBTITLES" in some form for you to click 
to tum on. You may also have to select "ENGLISH" as most of the 
discs now give you a language choice. 

 

REMINDERS: 
"SUBTITLES" and "SDH" are controlled by settings on the disc you 
are using. 
 
"CC" is controlled by the settings on your individual TV set. However, 
your TV’s controls that open the closed captioning (CC) on television 
shows doesn’t open the captioning on DVDs you are playing on your 
TV.  The controls for opening subtitles/captioning on DVDs is only 
controlled by the settings on the opening selection screens on each 
DVD. 


